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INTRODUCTION
In our Introduction to RF Safety Around Transmitting Antennas Guide we covered the fundamentals of RF, exposure limits, and the zones about transmitting
antennas which exceed safe working limits.
In this edition we delve deeper into modern antenna systems, like those seen in mmWave 5G deployments, which require advanced EM modelling capabilities
and specific PPE to ensure safe working conditions.

WHAT ARE EM SOLVERS AND WHY
DO WE USE THEM?
• EM Solvers are advanced modelling
tools used by engineers designing
antennas and assessing the
electromagnetic (EM) performance
and impact of these on their
immediate environment. This spans
from advanced military applications,
such as fighter jet and battleship radar
systems, down to mobile phones and
many others.								
• Historical broadcast antenna systems
did not include technologies previously
only encountered on high-end fighter
jets, namely phased arrays. The everincreasing demand for faster data
with lower latencies has brough
these advanced technologies into the
realm of telecommunications with 5G

antennas now having beamforming and
steering capabilities.						
• This mandates the use of EM Solverbased RF exposure assessment tools
and PPE specifically designed to
operate in both the near- and far-fields
of the transmitting antennas relying on
electric and magnetic field probes.		
• In addition, advanced solver-based
assessment tools easily predict
exposure conditions in multitransmitting environments with
different frequencies and dynamic
power envelopes, as is the case on
congested rooftop transmitter sites.
•

ZONES
Exclusion zones represent the area
around a transmitting antenna which
exceed the safe working reference levels
for RF exposure, as stipulated by the likes
of the FCC, ICNIRP, Safety Code 6 and EU
Directive 35/20xx, amongst other.
Understanding exclusion zones.
• A zone is an isosurface about an
antenna with a specified power
intensity.
• The red zone represents the RF worker
exposure limits and the yellow zone
represents the general public exposure
limits.
• The type of antenna determines the
zone shape (where the power is going).
• The power into the antenna determines
the zone size.

RED ZONES - OCCUPATIONAL LIMITS
YELLOW ZONES - PUBLIC LIMITS

ANTENNA CLASSES
• Telecommunications systems make
use of two broad classes of antennas;
those used for connecting fixed points,
and those used for wide area coverage.

• Early telecommunications systems used similar broadcast antennas as coverage was more important
than capacity and spectrum was more readily available. As demand for telecommunications evolved,
network capacity outstripped coverage and antenna systems followed suit with the likes of beamforming
and electronically steered arrays becoming more prevalent.

• Point-to-point systems make use of
directive antennas as they do not need
to provide wide area coverage. The
benefit of this is that these systems
typically only require low power
to operate, but concentrate their
transmitted power in a narrow beam.
• Wide area coverage antennas, as the
name implies, is used when a wide
geographical area needs to be covered.
Classic broadcast systems such as
AM, FM and terrestrial television are
early examples of these, consequently
requiring much higher power levels.

WIDE AREA COVERAGE
WHIP ANTENNA
POINT TO POINT,
DIRECTIVE ANTENNAE

POINT-TO-POINT
• Effective point-to-point systems
rely heavily on the antenna’s
ability to keep the power directed
exclusively at the target receiver.
• These antennas are designed
with focusing factors ranging
from 10 to 100 000+ (10 – 50
dBi), which greatly reduces the
transmitted power required to
sustain a link. Consequently the
exclusion zones often resemble a
pencil beam, provided sufficient
power is radiated to create an
exclusion zone. A few examples
of these are shown below with
both the typical directivity and
transmitted power.

HIGH GAIN,
POINT TO POINT DISH
ANTENNA.

HIGH GAIN,
YAGI ARRAY
ANTENNA

WIDE AREA broadcast
coverage antenna far fields
• Unlike point-to-point systems, these antennas
aim to provide coverage over a wider
geographical area, whether it be right around the
antenna (omnidirectional) or a sector thereof.
• Omnidirectional radiation is used extensively in
AM, FM and terrestrial television applications.
Due to the low RF frequencies used these
antennas are physically large and high transmit
power levels are required to give the desired
geographical coverage.
• High variations in the Electric (E) and Magnetic
(H) field exist in the physically large nearfields about these antennas and the mast
itself forming an integral part of the radiator,
consequently having high levels of RF current.
In these instances, the use of suitable PPE is
especially important as those working these
areas are at risk of RF overexposure.

LOW POWER

MEDIUM POWER

HIGH POWER

WIDE AREA sectoral
antenna far fields
• The higher RF frequencies used
in telecommunications result in
physically smaller antennas for the
same radiated characteristics as seen
in broadcast systems. High lateral
gain omnidirectional antennas used
in early GSM systems would only be
6ft in length. The lower the lateral gain
the shorter the antenna for the same
frequency.
• Sectoral antennas, typically clustered
in 3’s, provide the same coverage
as an omnidirectional antenna but
increase the overall network capacity
thereof. These antennas should only
provide coverage in their target areas,
minimizing interference to nearby
cells, which allows for better spectrum
utilization.

LOW POWER
HIGH POWER

MEDIUM POWER

SOPHISTICATED TELECOMMUNICATION
ANTENNA SYSTEMS
• High performance, electronically
steerable antennas allow for the
merging of point-to-point class
performance while still providing
coverage over a wide area. This is
achieved with intelligent systems that
are able to switch between modes
at high speeds while maintaining
simultaneous connections – 5G being
the latest to use these technologies.
Additionally, deploying these
technologies in mmWave frequency
bands allow for tremendous network
capacity.
• Due to the nature of these systems
the power usage is high, being
designed for coverage, yet it is able to
switch mode into directivities similar
to those of point-to-point systems,
creating large exclusion zones.

• Advanced EM modelling tools are
able to create a zone envelope which
encompasses all of the possible
states these antennas can operate in.
This is accomplished by steering the
antenna in all its possible directions
and running it at its highest possible
transmit power simultaneously.

ANTENNA CLOSE TO
GROUND LEVEL

ANTENNA MOUNTED
ON ROOFTOP

WHY IS THIS
IMPORTANT?
• What ”high sites” were to broadcast,
rooftop sites are to telecommunications.
This leads to a high density of transmitting
antenna systems hosted on physically
small areas. These co-located transmitting
antennas and their associated exclusion
zones combine to create compound RF
exclusion zones. The correct modelling of
these compound exclusion zones can only
be accomplished through the use of EM
solver-based tools, such as Ixus.
• RF workers tasked with installing and
maintaining these networks need
to be protected from the risks of RF
overexposure through the use of suitable
PPE, especially in cases of compound
zones as it is no longer just a case of
standing behind a single antenna. Personal
RF monitor mention.

MULTIPLE BROADCAST ANTENNAS INDICATING RF
SAFETY ZONES AND FIELD SIMULATIONS ON A ROOFTOP.

PLANNING SAFE WORKING

In order to ensure RF workers and the public’s safety
around transmitting antennas, consider using a
reliable electromagnetic solver during the design
and concept phase and a trusted RF monitor when
working in the vicinity of these antennas.
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